Abstract

Network security deals with two types of communities - black hats and white hats. The era of security has come when the white hats are not only interested in defending the networks but are keen to make fool of the black hats. Looking at the other side of the mirror, the black hats have also evolved new methods of breaching the security. The work in this paper is based on implementation of low-interaction and high-interaction honeypots along with the deployment of honeywall gateway. Honeywall gateway acts as reverse firewall that allows all type of traffic (both good and bad) to enter the system to facilitate analysis and learning. Honeywall gateway is the heart of the work that is involved in capturing, controlling, and analysis of data. The captured data is further categorized on protocol and port basis. The methodology used can be summarized into three steps: • Monitoring the attack traffic • Analyzing the attack type and method • Responding to the attacker to capture in depth information. The work is intended to analyze the attacker’s activities once it is logged and captured by honeywall and accessed through the walleye interface.
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